Loss cone distributions have, until recently, been considered the prime cause of odd-half cyclotron harmonic emissions. On the basis of new observations, it has been proposed that shell-Maxwellian distributions are also unstable to these modes. To test this model, we have designed a laboratory experiment where a shell-Maxwellian distribution is produced. Analysis of the plasma noise spectrum shows that the emissions fall within the cyclotron harmonic branches (Bernstein waves). Test wave dispersion analysis, spectral correlation measurements, and real time observations indicate that our plasma, which has the upper hybrid resonance in the first Bernstein wave branch (00uh/tOce = 1.8), exhibits a nonconvective (absolute) instability at to/tOce --1.3, in contrast to the predictions of loss cone theory for the upper hybrid branch. In addition, the test wave dispersion relation of the plasma reveals that below the instability frequency the system behaves as if it were composed of shell electrons only. Present theories do not account for these findings.
emissions. A fuller treatment, however, has not been published to date owing to mathematical difficulties (D. D. Sentman, private communication, 1983 ). Owing to this uncertainty in the nature of the source, the theory is claimed to be extremely flexible as to the causes of the emission [Kurth et al., 1980] . Because wavelengths are difficult to observe in space, no wave number spectrum has ever been obtained for the halfodd harmonic emission. If this spectrum, together with oe (v) and frequency spectrum, were available a more successful modeling of the instability may perhaps be done [Ashour- Abdalla et al., 1979] . With this in mind we have designed a laboratory experiment where a plasma with an anisotropic velocity distribution similar to the one reported in space by Kurth et al. [1980] is produced and measured. In addition, direct measurement of the dispersion relation and analysis of the noise is done.
Our plasma, a mixture of shell and Maxwellian distributions, is found to emit waves within the Bernstein wave branches. By correlation measurements, a mode is found which is essentially an absolute instability in a narrow frequency band about to/tOce = 1.3.
EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE AND DIAGNOSTICS
The experiment is conducted in a large (155 cm long, 88 cm diameter) vacuum chamber (Figure 1 ). An outer solenoid produces an axial dc magnetic field, B0 -B0ez. A filament grid lining the cylinder walls is used for producing a pulsed discharge plasma column of relatively constant density (n/Vñn = 30 cm) centered along the axis of the chamber. The plasma can be considered collisionless with a quantitative value for the electron-neutral collision frequency Pen given in Table 1 . A cathode consisting of a specially structured filament array is placed in this region for the purpose of introducing electrons possessing a range of velocity components perpendicular and parallel to B0 (Figure 2) . The dimensions are length --7.3 cm, base radius -2.4 cm, filament angle with respect to B0 = 20 ø.
The sequence of events in the experiment is as follows: (1) the background plasma is pulsed with a period of 5 ms and 40% duty cycle; (2) at 1 ms into the afterglow, the cathode's filaments are turned off in order to minimize the spread in velocity of the emitted electrons and any possible distur- Due to experimental constraints, our plasma has the upper hybrid frequency within the first Bernstein wave branch. Typical parameters for the experiment are listed in Table 1 .
The electron velocity distribution function is obtained with a flat, one sided Langmuir probe equipped with a geometric collimator (Figure 3a) . This collimator consists of a metallic plate in which an array of long thin parallel channels has been drilled. The collimator is biased at a voltage just above the plasma potential so as to repel ions but pass essentially all electrons. The collector voltage is swept and its current recorded with a sample-and-hold circuit. Because of the large number of traces needed to assemble f (v), the data are digitized online and subsequently fed into a large-frame computer (CDC 7600) for processing ( Figure 4a ). The frequency spectrum is obtained by scanning in frequency with a tuned, narrow-band (Af = 1 MHz) amplifier and processing the data as in an ionogram; that is, plotting frequency versus time with the picture intensity proportional to the amplitude of the signal. As shown in Figure 4b , an oscilloscope is used to display all three variables. These measurements are repeated for various magnetic fields and shell energies. cm -3. The shell density is then 6.8 x 10 6 cm -3, while the Maxwellian density is 2.6 x 107 cm -3. Inspection of the dispersion relation for the mixture case reveals that kñrL is highly scattered near W/Wce = 1.3, where the instability is found in the frequency spectrum. Two more points in the same region could not be properly displayed as they fell outside the graph (kñrL > 12). They have been displayed at end of graph (kñrL -8). Because the scattering is observed at only this frequency region, it cannot be due to nonuniformities in the plasma density. From the shape of the dispersion one may conclude that Ow/Okñ = 0 at this frequency. In such regions, a small change in w causes a large spread in k•_, as is observed.
For a true resonance at W/Wce • 1.3, one would not expect to observe wavelengths at lower frequencies. However, we find that a new small wave number appears in the midst of the scattering (Offt. Oce = 1.23, kñrr = 2.5). This is the first point of a new branch which, when normalized to the shell Larmor radius, coincides with the dispersion of the pure Maxwellian. This indicates that below the instability, the system supports waves that follow the dispersion relation of shell alone, which in this case appears to be close to the pure Maxwellian_ dispersion relation [Tataronis and Crawford, 1970 ].
Real-Time Observation of the Instability
By directly observing the emitted noise on a fast oscilloscope, we observe the growth, saturation, and decay of the instability. From these observations we find that the instability is absolute as may be expected from the dispersion measurements, Ow/Okñ = O.
Subtracting approximately 100 ns due to delays produced by cable lengths, Figure 9a shows that the instability begins to occur within 250 nsec after shell injection. This delay is about ten periods of the instability main frequency (W/Wce = 1.3, f = 45 MHz). In the early saturated state (0-3/as after shell injection), bursts of oscillations are generated at random times (Figure 9b) . Because of the wide bandwidth (dc to 150 MHz) of the oscilloscope, these waveforms are not caused by interference (e.g., "beating") but represent the true amplitude of the instability. At a later stage of the instability (3-8 /as after shell injection) we observe a more nonlinear behavior with a slightly increased amplitude (Figure 10 The saturation and subsequent damping of the instability may be attributed to cyclotron damping, since a parallel wavelength is observed, k•/kll • 3.9 (see section 4.4). This implies a Doppler shifted parallel phase velocity, vii -(wWce)/kll -1 x 108 cm s -j, which corresponds to a thermal velocity at a temperature of KTe = 2.7 eV. This value is close to the temperature (3.7 eV) of the Maxwellian plasma before shell injection. Thus strong cyclotron damping can be expected. This may be consistent with the observed rapid turnoff of the waves (Figure 9c ). Note that again a 100-ns delay is introduced by the cables. After turnoff, the rapid convective loss of injected shell electrons removes the energy source of the instability. Hence the wave is purely damped.
Cyclotron damping is not, however, the only possible saturation mechanism. It has been suggested by Dawson et al. [1983] that large-amplitude perpendicular waves damp when the plasma has a shell-Maxwellian distribution. According to their model, damping is due to particle trapping in the waves. However, the frequency and wave amplitude of our instability are lower than the values found by their simulations to be necessary for particle trapping. Hence their model is perhaps not applicable in our situation.
The propagation of the bursts is also studied. This is done by simultaneously observing the signals detected by two identical probes as they are slowly separated. The direction of separation is in both radial and axial directions. The Due to all the above mentioned properties, we believe the instability present in our plasma to be absolute.
Noise Correlations
Seeking to obtain the dispersion relation of the waves comprising the noise generated by the shell injection, we 
